
Apart from Formative assessments I used DFM to give topic practice based on 
recent lessons. Initially I feel I over cooked the amount of questions using generic 
topic tests and changed to self-created selected questions to condense students 
work load. 

This was used to assess students’ gaps and they were encouraged to repeat via 
videos etc. or catch up on these areas. I also tried to target self-revision using the 
activity button which RAGs their previous attempts at all topics. 

Dislikes - Students could ‘cheat’ if at home. 

Likes - Immense amount of resources for students to use. Immediate marking 
(sometimes not as fully accurate as would like) - two way feedback on questions 
between myself and students- Perfect for independent learning with shepherding 
from myself. 

Those students that bought in to regular use of all aspects definitely improved. 

CPD - We are continually improving but I feel we need to work together as a team to 
to decide how best to implement. Especially for students who struggle and have 
poor development of independent learning. It will be interesting to find out how this 
year goes - should be better.  

 

Good online platform, some excellent teaching resources, video and bank of 
questions. Formative assessment set by college were easy to access and set. 

I liked that DFM was free. It has nice, easy accessible worksheets and good place to 
store work completed. A good evidence storage space for teachers. Also students 
can access work at any time and watch PowerPoints and videos to get support. 
Points based is excellent, really motivates students in my higher ability group. 

Students who are low ability found some of the later homework questions difficult. 

I had to invest a lot of time to use it and feel I need more time to fully understand it 
full potential (Just me maybe). 

The majority of the students in catch-up said they liked it, less able students not so 
keen. One or two put in correct answers and they needed an override from teacher 
on homework. If internet is weak at home, their assessment disappeared and not 
stored. 

Students found it difficult to input symbols and notation. 

I need to learn more on using white board but mainly need time to play about with. 

Students need more interactive training and a summary page to access easily online 
on College portal. 



 

I used Dr Frost mainly to set topic tests. I sometimes used the Key skills questions. I 
could look up my groups to see who had completed the work set and how each 
learner fared. I liked that I could see and feedback to the whole group or individual 
students. I loved that the work was marked for you. The only thing that I did not like 
was that the marking did not allow for part correct answers but I could override this. 
The majority of my learners really liked Dr Frost as they could get instant feedback 

 

I used Dr Frost with my GCSE students. I mainly used it as short homework sheets 
on topics we had covered in class, as well as the 2 formative assessments we 
completed on Dr Frost as a department. I liked being able to set work to students 
and see their progress, as well as their working out. I liked being able to give 
feedback to students, and set them additional work to develop their individual needs. 
Overall, I found the website very difficult to navigate as a teacher and often found it 
frustrating to set work. I think if the website was more user-friendly, I would have 
used it a lot more. I think I will need a refresher on how to use it more effectively 
before next academic year, and I want to explore how the key skills can be used with 
Functional Skills. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


